With the rapid development of computer network, the society has entered the information and digital era, it plays an important role in speeding up the pace of social development and providing more convenient services for people. However, the security problem of computer network is becoming more and more serious. All kinds of network viruses pose a great threat to the security of computer network. As the most advanced data processing technology currently, data mining technology can effectively resist the invasion of network virus to computer system, and plays an important role in improving the security of the computer network. This paper starts with the concept of data mining technology and the characteristics of computer network virus, and makes an in-depth analysis on the specific application of data mining technology in the computer network virus defense.
network anti-virus software is becoming more and more mature, this has created favorable conditions for the fusion and application of data mining technology, coupled with the previous experience in network virus defense, enable the construction of computer network virus defense system, which based on data mining technology, has higher feasibility [1] . Secondly, at the present stage amount of information of network data presents explosive growth, traditional data processing techniques have been unable to meet the actual needs, using data mining technology can make the deep relationship between the data more clear, can timely discovery potential or unknown virus in data information, to complement and perfect the traditional network virus defense system. In addition, using the association rules in data mining technology, we can broaden the scope of network virus defense, play a better role in the protection of computer network security.
Main Features of Computer Network Virus 4.1 Diversity and Polytrope
The process of making and generating the network virus is very simple, just insert a string of characters in the process of writing the program, you can change the program running instructions, derive the network virus from the original program. And the characters representing network virus is less difficult to change, which has a stronger optional transformation, modifying a few simple character scan form different types of viruses, which makes the network virus has the characteristic of diversity, in the complex network environment, there are a variety of network virus threats. In addition, the simplification of the change of network virus code makes the network virus has a strong polytrope, which can be made interconversion between different forms. Network virus is more difficult to defense [2] .
Ways of Transmission are Many, Propagation Velocity is Fast
The essence of network virus is a string of character code, it can be mixed into the web page, email to camouflage, after checking through the network security protection system, it enters into the interior of computer system to damage the normal operation of the system, at the same time, defects and vulnerabilities of computer system also provide an opportunity for the invasion of the network virus, on the whole, based on the characteristics of the network, provide multiple propagation paths for network virus spreading [3] .
Strong Destructiveness, Great Harm
Generally speaking, network viruses are not exist alone, trojans, hackers and other technologies often exist in the network virus, strong comprehensive and miscibility, strong destructiveness, the harm to computer network security is higher, and network viruses are usually handled by camouflage, low recognition, it is difficult to identify effectively in the complex network environment. If there is no good network virus defense work, once the computer system is invaded and attacked by network virus, network information loss, leakage and be tampered optionally, and other phenomena will appear, cause network information distortion, cannot guarantee the security of user information, in serious condition, can even cause a computer system to crash, unable to run normally, cause serious loss to users [4] .
Targeted and Purposeful
The emergence of network virus is not random, many of which are targeted and purposeful. The original network viruses are basically designed and manufactured by the programmers with the purpose of showing their superb technical level, these network viruses generally do not spread to the market, are used only for research, do not exist the purpose of profit. However, under the background of market economy, the nature of network virus has changed dramatically, commercial features are more and more obvious, some enterprises often take network virus as a means of attacking competitors, and also steal trade secrets with the network virus.
The Specific Application of Data Mining Technology in Computer Network Virus Defense
When applying data mining techniques to computer network virus defense, it is necessary to ensure the scientifical ness of the constitution of network virus defense system, and then through the effective processing methods for virus defense, to prevent network virus into the interior of computer system.
Structure Composition of Computer Network Virus Defense System Based on Data Mining Technology
Computer network virus defense system based on data mining technology, which is constructed by module, including data source module, preprocessing module, rule base module, data mining module and decision module.
Data Source Module
Data source module is the primary module of computer network virus defense system, can obtain network information through the capture program, complete the collection and storage of information data by the form of intercepting packets, all information data from the network to the host can be queried in the data source. The main function of the data source module is to preserve the original data information in a comprehensive and complete way, it can form the corresponding database according to the structure characteristics of the data, classify and store the data information [5] .
Preprocessing Module
Preprocessing module plays a interconnect function in the computer network virus defense system, it can not only preliminarily process raw data package, divide data information into distinguished type, but also provide a powerful condition for the deep mining of data information, facilitate the rapid identification of data information, can effectively shorten the time of data mining processing, improve the response speed of network virus defense system. After the data packet is processed by the preprocessing module, the surface relationship between the data will become more clear, when carrying out data mining processing, it can save a lot of steps, some of the data relationships which have been obtained, cannot need analyze again, at the same time, accuracy of data identification will be significantly improved, can find out the hidden network virus in the data information more quickly and accurately. In which, the processing of the source IP and the target IP port information in the data packet is usually done in the preprocessing module [6] .
Rule Base Module
Rule module is that after deeply excavating and analyzing data information, through the accurate and effective identification to existing and spreading viruses in the network, summarizing the basic characteristics, pattern of manifestation and inducing factors of network virus, forming virus rule set in the way of log, and preserving these records integrally, providing reliable reference material for similar network virus defense, discovering potential network virus threats in data information timely, and doing a good job of targeted defense measures [7] .
Data Mining Module
Data mining module is the main link of the analysis and processing to data packets, it plays an important role in the whole computer network virus defense system. In the data mining module, using a variety of data mining algorithms to analyse the collected data information, and then summarize and sum up the analytic results, finally get analytic results with clear characteristic and rules. At the same time, in the data mining module it can also record computer network access request and access history, provide more comprehensive and reliable information for data mining processing, ensure the accuracy of the results of data mining processing to the greatest extent [8] .
Decision Module
Decision module is the final link of data mining processing, and is the concrete embodiment of the final results of data mining technology in computer network virus defense. In the decision module, it can get the basic characteristics of network virus according to the analytic results of data mining algorithm. Then comparing treatment results with network virus rules in rule base, when the two are coincident, it can be concluded that there is a known network virus in the raw data package, at this moment, it can formulate effective preventive strategies and emergency plans according to the basic characteristics of the network virus.
Specific Methods of Data Mining Technology to Defend and Process Computer Network Virus
When using data mining technology to defend and process computer network virus, the common methods mainly include association rules analysis, cluster analysis, classification analysis, etc. .
Association Rules Analysis
Association rules analysis is one of the most commonly used data processing methods in data mining technology, it can take advantage of the relevance between data, to identify network virus accurately, and then to achieve a more ideal effect of network virus defense. The basic principle of association rules analysis takes the rule of the variable value between data information as the main basis, to determine the relevance between data, realize deep excavation to data, and discover potential network virus threats [9] .
Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis is that classifying all data information in data packet accurately, dividing data information with similar features into a group, making the characteristics of this kind of data information more obvious and prominent, is convenient to observe the data and relationship between data, and then realizing the accurate identification to network virus.
Classification Analysis
The premise of application of classification analysis in computer network virus defense is that it need to set different data sets, after getting a single data message, according to the characteristics of it, put a single data information into a data set correspondingly, and then complete the mining and processing to data information, find out the potential network virus threat in time.
Conclusion
In the face of increasingly complex network environment, network virus have posed a serious threat to the safe use and stable operation of computer system, is not conducive to the construction of the healthy network environment, affects the full play of the value and function of computer network technology, has hindered the good development of computer technology and social progress. In response to this phenomenon, it needs to apply data mining technology to computer network virus defense scientifically and reasonably, build a network virus defense system with powerful function and excellent performance, to prevent network virus invade into the computer system, then work in with each item of network security protection technology, play a more effective role in protection to security, integrity and effectiveness of network data, to ensure the healthy and stable operation of the computer system.
